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Viviane Reding - and José Manual Barroso and all other Commisioners & MPs -,
I can start a lawcase against you with the Interantional Criminal Court in The Hague,
Netherlands.
I can put you in prison for 'crimes against humanity', namely:
'Assisting the NL-supreme court & MPs Balkenende-parliament in warcrimes
= torture, genocide by bureaucracy...and the making of terrorism...'
Since 1 may 2007 there is an official ICC-case against the Dutch supreme court,
President Balkenende & co and municipal Bloemendaal for 'crimes against humanity':
= slavery on my family, torture and the making of terrorism in NL.
The file of this case is published on www.desireestokkel.nl
On Presidents'office you see that EU-persons, UN Ban Kimoon and many others
recognize this ICC-case against NL.
EU & UN recognizes this lawcase, but refuse to implement & conduct legal obligations inherent to it.
Being an EU- & UN-politician, you are legally obliged to implement the Torture-treaty.
It is forbidden by law to work together with persons who are official suspects of
'crimes against humanity' with a Criminal lawcase against them within ICC.
Since 1 may 2007, its forbidden for you - and others - to assist dictators who have a seat in
NL-parliament.
When you read evidence on my websites carefully, you see that ICC operates like a Hitler-court.
ICC refuses to work with procedures, timeschedules, lawers for victums.
The result of this is 'that Taliban & Al Qaida do recognize my ICC-case against NL...and know that
EU-leaders
want to be above the law, while Moslims are being accussed of terrorism ...by those same EU-leaders'.
ICC is accountable for more war on Earth.... and more economical disasters....
And you support this!
Because you don't want to know whats going on in NL and ICC, you are a warcriminal too.
You want me - and others - to be tortured & manipulated into death.
I want you to stop the criminal behavior of ICC-employees, today.
And turn ICC into a fair court of law.
I also want you to inform Earth about the truth about NL-supreme court, NL-parliament and
ICC.
You - and EU - look ridiculous in the eyes of 'terrorist', when you state
'that France is guilty of crimes comparible with Hitler-crimes',
while NL is free to commit genocide on its own people...and ICC is free to cover up for this.
For over 3 years now....
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People in Afghanistan/Pakistan die for the lies of the EU, UN, Nato.
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